**ROAST & BAKE PANS**
Extra large, heavy-duty sizes capable of holding multiple roasts, hams, or turkeys. Reinforced rolled edge for added strength. NSF Listed. 60306, 601923 have securely riveted drop handles for easier and safer lifting of heavy loads.

| A 60306 △ | 21 ga, 8 qt Bake Pan w/ Drop Handles 17” x 11” x 2-1/2” |
| Pack 6 ea | Cs Wt./Cube 27.55/2.97 |

NSF Listed products are designated with a △

| B 601922 △ | 17 ga, 13-1/2 qt Bake Pan 26” x 18” x 2-1/4” |
| Pack 4 ea | Cs Wt./Cube 51.54/2.58 |

| C 601923 △ | 17 ga, 19 qt Bake Pan w/ Drop Handles 26” x 18” x 3-1/2” |
| Pack 6 ea | Cs Wt./Cube 40.04/1.79 |

**COMMERCIAL WEIGHT DOUBLE ROASTERS**
Commercial weight aluminum roasters are equipped with 2 steel reinforced bands for extra heavy usage. Pans feature seamless drawn sanitary open bead. Covers and bases can also be used individually as open roasters. Full size pans fit standard bakers racks. Drop handles are securely riveted. 60345’s fabricated lugs hold top securely in place.

| D 60346 △ | Double Roaster 24” x 18” x 9” (60344 & 60345) |
| Pack 1 ea | Cs Wt./Cube 22.00/2.12 |

| E 60344 △ | 16 ga, 26 qt Roast Pan (use as cover) 24” x 18” x 4-1/2” |
| Pack 2 ea | Cs Wt./Cube 37.70/3.48 |

| F 60345 △ | 16 ga, 26 qt Roast Pan (use as base) 24” x 18” x 4-1/2” |
| Pack 2 ea | Cs Wt./Cube 38.14/3.69 |

NSF Listed products are designated with a △
STEELUMINUM PANS
Steeluminum pans are the ultimate choice for baking breads, cupcakes, muffins, and cakes. The special finish provides greater heat transfer for lower baking temperatures, shorter baking time, and better looking, more uniform baked goods. Corrosion-resistant material withstands temperatures in excess of 700°F. Choose from a large selection of pans and muffin tins. Individual seamless cups are locked into heavy frames.

MUFFIN PANS
A 601829 24 Cup/1-3/4 oz Mini-Muffin/Cupcake Pan
Pack 6 ea Cs Wt./Cube 24.00/0.61
601830 12 Cup/3-1/2 oz Heavy-Duty Cupcake Pan
Pack 12 ea Cs Wt./Cube 21.00/0.58
B 601840 24 Cup/3-1/2 oz Heavy-Duty Cupcake Pan
Pack 6 ea Cs Wt./Cube 32.00/0.79

MINI LOAF PANS
E 606902 6 Loaf Mini Loaf Pan
Pack 6 ea Cs Wt./Cube 22.00/1.04

BUN PANS & SHEET PANS
Sturdy bun pans for baking, transporting, and displaying cookies, bread, and pastries. Aluminum surface allows even browning of foods. Manufactured from extra hard, tempered aluminum alloy with galvanized steel wire reinforced bead. Tapered shape stacks for storage. Use with Icing Grates shown to right.

G 601825 18 ga, Full Size Sheet Pan
25-3/4" x 17-13/16" x 1-1/8"
Pack 12 ea Cs Wt./Cube 39.00/1.59
601826 16 ga, Heavy-Duty Full Size Sheet Pan
25-3/4" x 17-13/16" x 1-1/8"
Pack 12 ea Cs Wt./Cube 46.00/1.59

BREAD PANS
J 604144 1 lb Loaf Bread Pan
Pack 12 ea Cs Wt./Cube 14.00/0.60
K 604174 1-1/2 lb Loaf Bread Pan
Pack 12 ea Cs Wt./Cube 17.00/1.39

PULLMAN PANS
L 602164 32 oz Pullman Pan w/Cover
Pack 12 ea Cs Wt./Cube 34.00/2.40
602164P Pullman Pan (only)
Pack 12 ea Cs Wt./Cube 26.00/2.19
602164C Pullman Pan Cover (only)
Pack 12 ea Cs Wt./Cube 8.00/0.25